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Gamelin Constants of Two-sheeted Discs
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(Communicated by Kiyosi IT6, M. J. A., Nov. 12, 1996)

For any 0 < 8 < 1 and n, an n-tuple {f} of
functions fl,... ,f,, in the family H’(R)of
bounded holomorphic functions on a Riemann
surface R is referred to as a corona datum of in-
dex (n, ) if the following condition is satisfied:

An n-tuple {gj} of functions gl,..., gn in H’(R)
is said to be a corona solution of the datum {f}
if j fg 1. The quantity C(R ;n, 8) given by
(2) C(R ;n, 6) sup(inf(sup(2: g (p) I)/))

{fj> {gj> pR

will be referred to as the Gamelin constant of
of index (n, ) where the first supremum is
taken with respect to corona data (f) of index
(n, ) on R and the infimum is taken with re-
spect to corona solutions (g) of each fixed
datum (f) under the usual convention that
--c if there exist no corona solutions (g)of
the datum (f).

We assume that R is a two-sheeted unli-
mited covering surface over the unit disc D,
which we call a two-sheeted disc. We will show
the following

Theorem 1. For each 0 < 8 < 1, there exists

a constant C(8) depending only on 8 such that
(3) C(8) sup(sup C(R;n, 6)) <

n R

where n runs over all positive integers and R runs
over all two-sheeted discs.

Corollary. Let R be any two-sheeted disc. Let
{f} be a sequence of functions in H(R) such that
0 < <_ (22[f I)" <_ 1. Then there exists a

sequence of functions {g} in H(R) and a con-
stant c(8) depending only on 8 such that 2jfg
1 and (N g I)/ <-- c(6).
Let (R, re, D) be any two-sheeted disc with pro-
jection rr. For any f in H(D), the function f’rr
belongs to H(R). We identify f with f’rr, so
that H(D) is a subset of H(R). If R has too
many branch points, it holds that H(R)--
H(D), where Corollary was proved by M.
Rosenblum [51 and V. A. Tolokonnikov [6] (of.
[41).

1. In order to prove Theorem 1, by a normal
families argument it is enough to show the fol-
lowing

Theorem 2. Let R be a two-sheeted disc de-

fined by a two-valued function v/B, where B is

a finite Blaschke product whose zeros are all simple.

If an n-tuple of
(4) f= a+ b- (j- 1,...,n)
is a corona datum of index (n, ) on R such that a
and b are holomorphic on some neighbourhood of D,
then there exists a corona solution (g} of {f} such
that

(Zjlgj 12) I/2 Cl-12,
where C is a constant independent of 8, B and n.

We will prove Theorem 2 in {}{}.2-7. In {}.2
we introduce a function p, which plays an impor-
tant role in our proof. In {}{}.:3 and 4 corona solu-
tions are given. By duality, those estimates are
reduced to ones of four functions, which are
accomplished in {}.5 and 6. Our proof is con-

cluded in {}.7.
2. Let (’,’) and I1" be the inner product and
norm of Cn. Let a (al,’’’, an), b- (bl,’’’,
bn) and f (f," "’, fn),
(5) p- Ilall + IIbll41BI- (a, b) (b, a)B

+ (11 a b (a, b) I)(I B + 1),
(6) x- (l[ a ll/ b II)a- ((a, b) / (b, a)B)b
and
(7) {(a, b) + (b, a)B)a

+ (ll a + b )
Proposition 1. p, xj and y are smooth on

some neighbourhood of such that p >--84 and

Z(a + b4-B) ( + #4B) p.
Proof By (1) and (4), we have

Z: a / b(-I -> 6 and Xla b( 1 > 6.
Since 2lBI <lB / 1 and

<Zl a + b/B I)<Z a b/B )
a + b IIlB <a, b) <b, a)B
/ 2(11 a + b - [(a, b)Ibl B l,

we obtain p --> 64. [-]
We may assume that functions x and y are

smooth and have compact supports in the com-
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plex plane C.
3. Denote by t the transpose operator of a mat-
rix. For 1 --< j, k -< n, set
(8) h p-(2 + -) and h (h," ", hn),

-.{(9) u p (2f 2Sx) + (Sy Sv)B}
and u [u],

(1 o) v p-((y ) + %x x)}
and v [vjk],

l ffcUk()(11) UOjk(Z) ---- Z-
ddr] and uo [Uok]

and

lf ,(g,
(12) Vo(z) =- Z’ ddr] and Vo-- [Vo],
then we have (a) u-- u and v-- v, (fl)
uo- u and Vo-- v, and (7)u+ vx/--- (h)h

((h))h, where /z-- 2-(/x-
iD/y) and / 2-1( /X + i/Dy).
Denote by A.(D)a set of all n-dimensional
square matrices W [w] such that w are con-
tinuous on D and holomorphic on D. Then we
have 0(W+ uo) u and 0(W+ vo) v for W

A,(D).
4. For a matrix-valued function W= [w] on
a set S, let

]2 1/2W[l,s ess sups(xj wj
And, for a vector-valued function g (g," ",

g.) on S, let
Ilgll. esssup(Ig +’"+lg.

A matrix W is said to be anti-symmetric if W
--tW. We will give corona solutions {gj) of the
corona datum {fi}.

Proposition 2. Let W. and W be anti-
symmetric in A. (D) Let ( W. + Uo + ( W.
+ Vo) and ’g ’(g, g,) + 9f.
Then each gj is continuous on R and holomorphic
on R such that ZjLgj 1 and

g L,o 1, + w + o II,oD

Proof By Proposition 1, htf f th 1.
Since ftf is a one-dimensional and anti-
symmetric matrix, fgtf= 0 and hence jfigj
ftg=fth+fgtf= 1. The function g is con-
tinuous on R. Except for branch points,
g) (’h) + ((w + no) + 5(w + Vo))f

5(’h) + (u +
6(’h) + (’hSh (()))f
5(’h) + ’h((h’)) (5(’h))(hT) 0.

Since isolated singular points are removable for
bounded holomorphic functions, g is holomorphic

on R. [--]

In order to estimate Wu + Uo I],OD and Wv
+ Vo II..,D, we make use of the following lemmas.

Lemma 1. ([4: p. 290]). For Wo Uo (or Vo)
and w u (or v),
inf(I] W + Wo I1,); W An(D) and W --tw}

<_ 2sup ][w[[logdxdy
+ sup o log dxdg,

where p runs over all of Hardy class H with norm

Le . ([4: p. 2901). If w C() sch
that w 0 and Aw 2 0 and if H, then

1 dxdy)
1/

K ((2e) sup,w)/ I1.
5. The following lemmas are elementary.
Lmm 3. a 1 d b .
Proof By (1) and (4),

2( al + bl) a bjl + aj- bj
2.

Hence jlajl and jl b[ . The
function jlbj [] is subharmonic. By the max-
imum principle,

E b supo,Ej b supo.E b/ .
Lemma 4. Let v= (v ", v.) and w=

(w,’", w) C. Then

vw vw 2 v w ,
Lemma 5. Let c (i= 1,2) and d (i= 1,2,

3,4) be functions on D. If we set Xj caj + c2bj
and daj + dbj + dsa/ + d4bj’ (1 j ),
then

have

X xY YX
< 20 (I 11 + c. ) (I d + d
+ (I da 12 + d4 12) (11 a’ / b’ I1)}.

Proof. By the Binet-Cauchy formula we

Xj Y, YX determinant of
aj ak

{ Cl C2 0 0 } bj bk
dl d2 da d4 a/ ak"

b/ b"
By Schwarz’s inequality and Lemma 3 and Lem-
ma 4 we obtain

j XjY YjXg 1 <_ 5 Ejk {1 cd2 c.dl ]2
ajb abj + qda I aja’- aaj"

/ Iqd Ilajb" ab/I / c# Il bja’ ba/I
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[2+ Iczd41 [bjbk’- bkbj I} 20{(I cx +lc Ib
(I dl 12 + Ida. ) + c [ d a’

+ Cl IZld4 [z b’ + cz IZld a’

+ [cz IZld4 [z b’ )
6. We will give estimates of u , v , u
and v II.

Proposition 3. There exists a constant C such
that

,’ , ,’ v , ,’110 and

t12 aV --< C(II a’ I1" + b’ + IB’ lb.
Proof. Let

From (6), it follows that

Ox {(a’, a) + (b’, b)}a- {(a’, b) + (b’, a)B
+ (b, a)B’} b + ([[ a [[ + b ) a/

{(a, b) + (b, a)B}b/.
Set X xj and Y Ox in Lemma 4, then Cl

d- (llall+llbll), c=d4= (a, b) + (b,
a)B, dl (a’, a) + (b’, b) and d2 (a’,
b) + (b’, a)B + (b, a)B’.
Since Cl <-- 2, c <-
Ida < 2 and d4 [<- 2, we obtain

:E <- consk. o.
Similarly we have

]yOy yOy [2 <_ const, w.
By (9) and Schwarz’s inequality, we have

:E I
+lyjoOyg ykoy 12} < const. 6 -16

By lSp <_ const, o) and Lemma 4, direct com-
putations give
au E au

4 2_< (4p-6. 2 -t- p- 5)

+ g, I[
+ Io o
+ v,av vav,
--< const. -2oo.
Similarly, estimates of v and v are
obtained.

7. Proof of Theorem 2. If we set
w- a

2 + b /l ,
then we have Aw 4(11 a’
If we apply Lemma 2 to the function w, then

q 12 (dw)log ]T dxdy

<_ (2e w Iloo) 1/2 I1 (2e. 3) 1/2.
By Proposition 3 and Lemma 1, Theorem 2
holds. [--]

8. Proof of corollary. Let rr be the projec-
tion from R to D. The function F lf 12 is
continuous on R, so that its sum converges uni-
formly on any compact subset of R by Dini’s
Theorem. Let {Dn} be a sequence of discs such
that D n Dn+l, O

n
On D and there exists no

branch point of R above Dn. For each n --> 2/6,
there exists an N(n)such that
--< n on the two-sheeted disc zr (Dn), where
we have N(n) lf [2 2 (6/2) We assume that
N(n) <_ N(n + 1). By Theorem 1, there exists

{gin}jN(n) functions in H(T’-I(Dn)) such that
z,fgm 1 and 21 gnj [2 <_ C(6/2)2. We set

gn 0 if j > N(n). By Cantor’s diagonal pro-
cess, we may assume that, for any j, the sequence
{gny} converges uniformly on any compact subset
of R. Let g be the limit of {gnu}. For m 2

N(k) and n 2 k, we have
]g-,,<,<mfg,,, I X,<,<mfgn,- Y:,<_N(,,,fg,,,

< 2 X>() fg. < (2/k) C(6/2)
-1

on 7r (D). Letting n-- oo and then k-- oo, we

have
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